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ABSTRACT 
. ... 

The term "mesoscale" has been in use for the past 
30 years, being defined rather loosely. Now the 
generalized mesoscale, applicable to terrestrial 
disturbances, was defined to extend between 4 km 
and 400 km through two orders of magnitude in 
horizontal dimensions . Recent studies revealed 
that mesoscale disturbances often induce strong 
winds, but their windspeeds are significantly 
less than those accompanied by sub-mesoscale 
storms such as tornado, downburst, and microburst. 
It was concluded that very accurate combination 
of radar and satellite measurements hold the key 
in nowcasting the nature of mesoscale clouds, the 
inducers of severe local wind and rain .storms. 

Keywords: Planetary mesoscale, Mesocyclone, 
Tornado, Downburst, Microburst, Severe storm wake, 
GOES East and West, Flash flood. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since the mesometeorological scale was first 
introduced by Ligda (1951) and a mesoanalytical 
study of squall lines was presented in Tellus by 
Fujita (1955), mesoscale has been defined by at 
least ten different authors. 

In generalizing "mesoscale" for future applica
tions to other planets, Fujita (1981) proposed a 
series of five scales: mAso, mEso, miso (to be 
read as 111Y-"so), mOso, and mUso arranged in the 
order of vowels. Horizontal dimensions decrease 
by two orders of magnitude per scale, beginning 
with the planet's equator length .. 

Figure l shows the A, E, I, O, U scales each 
divided into Alpha and Beta subscales. The meso
scale on the earth, according to this definition , 
extends between 4 and 400 km subd·ivided into mesa 
Alpha (40-400 km) and mesa Beta (4-40 km). 

It should be noted that the author's planetary 
scale i s pegged to the geometric dimension of 
each planet .. Various types of motions on dif
ferent planets are to be characterized by one 
subscale, a single scale, or multiple scales. 
Browning's (1980) scales of motion in the mid-

Jupit.,'s Gttol Rtd Spo1 I Sheet i.br' /ices 

Solwr11's ZOflol Wo~s- - Conveehon·lrh C.Ut 
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Figure l. Planetary scales proposed by Fujita 
(1981). The A, E, I, o, u scales are 
characterized by horizontal dimensions 
covering two orders of magnitude per scale. 
Each scale is divided into Alpha and Beta 
s ubscales. 

latitude weather systems are planetary scale 
(masc Alpha), synoptic scale (masc Beta} , meso
scale (mesa Alpha and Beta}, convective scale 
(mesa Beta and misc Alpha}, and microscale (misc 
Beta and smaller). 

Weather radar was the major tool in depicting 
mesoscale convective cells during the 1950s. 
TIROS l weather satellite, launched on April l, 
1960, signaled the beginning of the space age in 
weather science. The ATS-SMS/GOES sequence of 
weather satellites, started late in the 1960s, 
now permits us to photograph nephsystems as short 
as 3-min intervals both day and night . 

During the 1970s, radar and-satellite photo
graphs were displayed side by side in an attempt 
to assess storm situations . Due to the major 
difference in coordinate systems, however, their 
precise matching was rather difficult, especially 
when clouds and echoes were smaller than mesa 
Beta scale. 

In the 1980s, we expect that the superimposed 
display system of clouds and echoes will be per
fected so that. severe storm systems can be depic
ted throughout their life: cloud stage, first
echo stage, growing stage, severe storm stage, 
and dissipating stage. 
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2. LOW-PRESSURE SYSTEMS 

In the context of the A, E, I, O, U scale, 
cyclones on the earth are classified into maso
cyclone, mesocyclone, misocyclone, and moso
cyclone (Figure 2). 

Mesocyclones in meso Beta scale (4-40 km) are 
often characterized by the so-called "hook echo" 
first photographed by Huff et al. (1954). Right 
deviation of mesocyclone echoes was investigated 
by Browning (1964) leading to the vault model by 
Browning (1965). During the 1970s, Doppler radar 
became an important tool for depicti ng the rota
tional characteristics of mesocyclones. Methods 
of depicting velocity fields by Doppler radar 
were presented by Brown et al. (1971) , Burgess 
et al. (1976), Ray (1976), Brandes (1978), Ray 
et al. (1980), and others. These researches 
paved the way for detecting mesocyclone echoes 
prior to the formation of tornadoes. 

Misocyclones, 40 to 4000m across by definition, 
include most tornadoes. Of 1000 tornadoes esti
mated to occur on the earth every year, 700 to 
750 were reported from the United States. Bangla
desh leads in tornado deaths per year. 

The link between tornado (misocyclone) and 
mesocyclone has not been understood entirely . The 
number of anticyclonic tornadoes spawned beneath 
mesocyclones have been significant in recent 
years, suggesting that the link between meso- and 
misocyclones may not be simple. 

Mosocyclones, 40cm to 40m across are often 
embedded inside tornadoes . These vortices, called 
"suction vortices-", induce extreme wi ndspeeds in
side their narrow paths . Recently Fuj ita (1981) 
presented a collection of aerial photographs 

Figure 2. Maso-, mesa-, miso-, and moso
cyclones in the context of generalized 
planetary scales. From Fujita (1981). 

showing the wind effects on the ground left be
hind by intense suction vortices . 

It is expected that the physical and dynamical 
link between these four-scale cyclones will be 
investigated in the 1980s based on both observa
tional and modeling approaches. 

3. HIGH-PRESSURE SYSTEMS 

Masoscaie highs are well~known anticyclones in 
which the air motion is highly influenced by 
Coriolis force (Figure 3). 

MA SO HIGH 
(Anticyclone) 

COLD FRONT 

IOOOkm I 

MESOH!GH 
(Pressure Dome) 

IOOkm 

MISOHIGH 
(Pressure Nose) 

FRONT OF DOWNBURST 

IOkm 

I km 

Figure 3. Maso-, meso-, miso-, and mosohighs 
in the context o f generalized planetary 
scales. From Fujita (1981). 

Mesohighs, extending 4 to 400km by definition, 
are called pressure domes; they are created by 
the accumulation of rain- cooled air brought down 
by downdrafts . Mesohighs, under different nam~s. 
were investigated by Suckstorff, (1938) , Byers 
and Braham (1949), and many others . On the con
trary to masohighs, mesohighs are characterized 
by bad weather, rainy or windy. 

One of the most signifi cant features of the . 
mesohigh i s the gust front located along the 
leadi ng edge of the cold-air outflow. During the 
1970s, gust fronts were studied based on the data 
from instrumented towers. Charba (1974) ·and Goff 
(1976 ) for examples. It is expected that Doppler 
measurements of gust fronts, such as were done by 
Wakimoto (1981), will become more popular during 
the 1980s . 

Downbursts are associated with meso Beta to 
miso Alpha scale highs, 400m to 40km across . The 
misoscale downburst , less than 4km across , is 
called the "mi croburst". The term "downburst" was 
first introduced by Fujita (1976) in hi s investi
gation of a crash of a jet aircraft at John F. 
Kennedy Airport in New York City. · 



Project NIMROD (Northern Illinois Meteorologi
cal Research On Downburst) was operated in May 
and June, 1978, for the purpose of obtaining 
Doppler velocities of downburst/microburst winds. 
Against the skeptici sm which prevailed before the 
project operations, a number of well-defined 
downburst winds were documented through effective 
scanning of triple Doppler radars {Figure 4). 
Preliminary results were presented by Fujita 
(1979) and Wilson et al . (1980). 
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Figure 4. vertical cross section of a micro
burst. The maximum windspeed (32 m/s) of the 
burst flow .is very close to .the ground. 
This is why downburst/microburst winds are 
dangerous to low-level aircraft and damaging 
to trees and structures. From FUjita (1981). · 

The JAWS (Joint Airport Weather Studies) 
Project has been proposed jointly by NCAR and The 
University of Chicago to FAA, NOAA, NASA, and 
NSF. The aim of t his proposed project is to de
termine three-dimensional Doppler winds of micro
bursts which endanger aircraft ·operations and to 

. develop microburst detection systems to be used 
· at major airports. 

Mososcale burst winds , 40m or less in width, 
were confi rmed by Fujita and Wakimoto (1981); 
they found that a chimney flew with the roof over 
a highway and a house, landing 105m away from its 
original locati on . The estimated windspeed was 
45± lOm/s, indicating that the burst wind near 
the surface could be very severe and damaging. 

4. EXP:ECTEIJ WINOSl~EEOS 

Aerial photographic surveys and ~oppl er 
measurements during the 1970s confi rmed the ex
istence of extreme wi nds associated with both 
high-pressure and l ow-pressur~ systems. '.hese . 
weather systems are characterized by thei r hori
zontal dimensions of ten to several thousand 
meters. 

With the exception of hurricanes, the maximum 
expected windspeeds general ly in:rease fr?m m~so
scale to misoscale, reaching their peaks in miso 
Alpha scale (high-pressure systems) and in moso 
Alpha scale ( low-pressure systems). The windspeed 
induced at or nea r the ground by a mesoscale sys-
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Figure s. Expected maximum windspeeds· plotted 
as functions of the scales of high- and low
pressure systems. It should be noted that the 
highest outburst winds occur in the misoscale 
downburst (microburst) while the maximum wind 
speed of tornadoes does not exceed 90 m/s 
outside the swaths of embedded suction vorti
ces . From FUjita (1981). 

tern i s relatively low. Mesohighs and mesocyclones 
rarely induce winds in excess of 50m/s on the 
ground (Figure 5) . 

Aerial surveys consistently revealed that dam
agi ng winds in mesocyclones are almost always as
sociated with embedded downbursts and microbursts. 

In spite of the fact that sub-mesosca le winds 
in mesoscale weather systems. are the major cause 
of severe wi nd damage, little is known as to how 
mesoscale disturbances sp~wn these localized in
tense airflows. 

5. MESOSCALE CONVECTIVE COMPLEXES (MCC) 

The term "mesoscale convective complexes" was 
proposed by Maddox (1980) to designate the conti
guous cold cl oud shields with an el liptic appear
ance, 250 to 2500km across . In a later article, 
Fritsch and Maddox (1981) clearly identified 
hi gh- level outfl ows accompanied by MCCs. 

The area of an MCC with a specific cloud-top 
temperature varies with time, beginning with 
zero, reaching an overall peak, and ending with 
zero. Severe s torms of various types beneath an 
MCC occur during various stages of the cl oud 
development. 

Seven tornadoes in Grand Is l and, Nebraska oc
curred during the expandi ng stage of the -54°C 
cloud when the -60°C cl oud hes itated to expand 
for a couple of hours. During thi s time, the area 
of the -66°C cloud top was minimal. After the 
tornadoes ended, however, the -66°C or colder 
area increased gradual ly, reaching the peak at 
0930 GMT (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Time variation of the area of the 
MCC which spawned seven tornadoes in Grand 
Island, Nebraska on June 4, 1980. The cloud 
area is depicted by -54°C, -60°C, and -66°C 
isotherms. Tornadoes occurred during the · 
increasing stage of the -54°C area ·while both 
-60°C and -66°C areas hesitated to increase. 

JULY 16, 1980 
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Figure 7. Time variati on of the area of MCC 
which induced four ma.jor downburst clusters 
on July 16, 1980. The downbursts s hown with 
F-scale intensities occurred when the -60°C 
area was at its peak and after the -66°C area 
decreased significantly. From Fujita and 
Wakimot o (1981). 

A significant outbreak of downbursts on July 
16, 1980, reported by Fujita and Wakimoto (1981) , 
occurred when the area of the -60°C anvil was at 
its overall peak. The -66°C cloud top began 
shrinking rapidly just before the onset of the 
outbreak of the downbursts (Figure 7). 

It is too early to speculate on the storm types 
vs cloud area relationships. Nevertheless, sever
al other case studies imply that strong down
bursts are likely to occur during the peak-area 
stage of MCCs . On the other hand, strong torna
does tend to form during the fast increasing 
stage of MCC areas. 

6. SEVERE STORM WAKE (SSW) 

Not all MCCs are alike. Some spawn tornadoes 

while others induce downbursts, hail, or rain
storms. 

Recent investigation by the author in coopera~ 
tion with Linwood Whitney of NESS (National Earth 
Satellite Service) revealed that severe storms 
inducing MCCs often display distinct wake charac
teristics, which are: 

a. Warm Depression Wake 
... A wake at the anvil top behind an overshoo
ting tower". The satellite-measured IR tem
perature inside the depression wake is warm. 
The top of the wake is often cove~ed with a 
stream of cirrus generated just behind the 
wake-causing tower where misty ice crystals 
jump up 1 to 3 km above the anvil top. The 
jumping cirrus observable from high-flying 
aircraft is seen in satellite pictures taken 
at low sun angles. 

b. Cold Horseshoe Ridge 
11 Ridge of cold IR temperature located on the 
upwind side of the region of a strong outflow 
from the top of a severe thunderstorm. 11 Due 
to an extremely large .Reynolds' number, the 
ridge takes the shape of a large horseshoe. 

During the formative stage, the cloud is still 
small without overshooting into the stratosphere. 
The echo moves toward the direction of the mid
level steering wind (Figure 8). 

Formative Stage SEVERE STORM WAKE 

~ --------=:.:.. E HO 
ECHO,,,--.f!.E_LATIVE~' R 

WI NO -55' -io 

OVERSHOOT ING TOP 

Growing Stage 

fCH~ .... i;!~LATIVE 
WINO 

Mature Stage 
IR Temperature 

WINO 

EC~ ...... Rf~A~IVE 

Mature Stage 
Visible Imagery 

UPWIND EDGE 

Temperature 

Figure 8. Four stages of severe storm wake 
(SSW) depicted by the IR t emperature of the 
anvil top. An SSW is characterized by a cold 
horseshoe ridge and warm depressions behind 
the convective towers inside the anvil c loud. 



As the echo grows in size and extends into the 
lower stratosphere, its direction of motion devi
ates to the right of the steering wind and its 
traveling speed slows down. Significant wakes, 
both depression and horseshoe types, develop at · 
the cloud top. 

In the mature stage in Figure 8, a cold horse
shoe ridge is located on the upwind side of the 
right-moving supercell. The IR temperature in
creases 10 to 20°C within the supercell toward 
the warm spot located just behind the overshoot
ing tower. 

Visible imagery often shows a wake cirrus, 
which is a streamer of cirrus located 1 to 3 km 
above the anvil top over the warm depression wake. 
The temperature of the wake cirrus inside the 
stratosphere is warmer than the anvil top temper
ature. As a result, the wake cirrus cannot be 
distinguished from the depression wake on the 
basis of their IR temperature. Both are warmer 
than the anvil top outside the wake. 

6.1 Depression Wake in Blizzard 

A depression wake on the snow surface in Figure 
9 is similar in pattern to that of a warm depres
sion wake behind an overshooting tower. The auth
or observed, during the blizzard, that powdered 
snow was rising along the leeward slope of the 
wake-causing obstacle . Upon nearing the obstacle 
top, the snow powder was drifting away, passing 
over the depression wake on the snow surface. 

Figure 9. A w.ake on the snow surface s imilar 
to that of the warm depression wake behind 
an overshooting convective tower. 

Figure 10. · A horseshoe ridge of snow on th.e 
upwind side of a tree trunk similar to that 
of a cold horseshoe ridge at the anvil top on 
the windward side of a severe thunderstorm 
cloud. 

5 
6.2 Horseshoe Wake in Blizzard 

It is common to observe in a blizzard parabolic 
or horseshoe wakes around isolated tree trunks or 
tall structures. A high Reynolds' number flow de
flected by a large obstacle in high winds gener
ates a much larger obstacle of diverging airflow 
(Figure 10) . 

The cold horseshoe ridge of a severe-storm an
vil is likely to be the cold anvil top located 
inside the parabolic line of convergence in which 
the anvil materials keep rising while reversing 
the flow direction . 

7. EXAMPLES OF SEVERE STORM WAKES 

Two examples of severe storm wakes are present
ed in this paper. The first example is the situa
tion on June 4, 1980, when 7 tornadoes, 4 cyclon
ic and 3 anticyclonic, occurred in Grand Island, 
Nebraska. The second example on May 2, 1979, de
picts the cloud-top features over northern Okla
homa where two tornadoes occurred during the 
SESAME 1979 experiment. 

7.1 Grand Island Tornadoes on June 4, 1980 

Figure 11. Severe storm wake of the Grand 
Island tornado cloud at 0230 GMT, June 4, 
1980. Ge.ographic grid lines, 30' intervals 
of latitudes and longitudes, are drawn at the 
sea level outside the cloud. Three areas en
closed by solid lines denote radar echoes. 

Figure 12. TWO groups of grid lines in the 
area of Figure 11, which were drawn at sea 
level (outside the cloud) and at the 12 km 
MSL (inside the cloud). Lines were computed 
by intersecting the radiometer' s s can cones 
with the international ellipsoid of the 
earth. Note that the grid lines at 12 km 
shift away from the subsatellite point. 
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Figure 13. Isotherms of IR temperature of 
the Grand Island tornado cloud drawn at 1°C 
intervals. Horseshoe ridges (cold) are shown 
with dashed arcs and warm depressions, with 
letters "wake" on the downwind side of radar 
echoes. Grid lines at 12 km HSL. 

An MCC at 0230 GMT in Figure 11 is character
ized by a cold horseshoe ridge (white area in
side the ·western boundary) and a warm depress.ion 
wake (dark band inside the anvil). Radar echoes 
are shown with three areas enclosed by heavy 
lines. 

Longitudes and latitudes at 30' intervals are 
those at sea level outside the cloud. A warm 
wake extends downwind from the central region of 
a large radar echo in which tornado No. 4 is in 
progress. For the time of the seven tornadoes 
and anvil areas, refer to Figure 6. 

Grid lines at the anvil-top height were comput
ed by intersecting radiometer's scan cones with 
the terrestrial ellipsoid at 12 km MSL. The dis- · 
placement of the grid lines is approximately 15 
km away from the subsatellite point (Figure 12). 

Six charts in Figure 13 were produced by super
imposing radar echoes with the cloud-top iso
therms drawn at 1°C intervals . A 40 X 40 km 
square is included in the Ol15 GMT chart to show 
the dimensions of the uppermost meso Beta scale. 

.. . 
The first of the seven tornadoes touched down 

at 0145 GMT and the last one lifted at 0430 GMT. 
During this time, seven tornadoes formed beneath 
the ri,ght-devi ati ng hook-echo thunderstorm whi ch 
was moving sou.theast at less than 5 .m/sec. 

All tornadoes occurred on the southeast side of 
the coldest spot on the horseshoe ridge, while a 
warm wake extended downwind from the tornado 
area. 

7.2 SESAME '79 Case on May 2 

Two hook echoes in northern Oklahoma produced 
two tornadoes near Orienta and near Lahoma. These 
hook echoes were scanned by NCAR's CP-3 Doppler 
radar and the Orienta tornado was filmed by the 
chase team organized at the National Severe 
Storms Laboratory at Norman, Okfahoma. GOES East 
and West took stereo pictures every 3 minutes. 

Figure 14 shows the reflectivity pattern of 
these two hook echoes at 2219 GMT, several min
utes after the two tornadoes touched down. There 
was a growing MCC with a significant horseshoe 
wake associated with these hook echoes . 

A pair of IR pictures in Figure 15 was taken at 
2217 GMT by GOES East and West located on the 
equator separated by a 6cf' geocentric a.ngle. 

221'9 Moy 2, I 

Figure 1"4. TWO mesocycl one (hook) echoes at 
2219 GMT Ma y 2 , 1979, several min utes a f t er 
the Or i enta and Lahoma tornadoes in Oklahoma 
for med i nside the l e ft and right hooks , 
r espectively . Radar picture is b y NCAR 's CP-3, 
Project SESAME 1979. 



Figure 15. Dual views of the May 2, 1979 
cloud at 2217 GMT, obtained by GOES East (75° 
W) and GOES West (135°W). Pictures were pro
duced by NESS, using the Fujita L-C enhance
ment curve. 

A pair of GOES West and East pictures in Fig
ure 15 was taken from above the equator separated 
by a 60° geocentric angle. Superfmposed upon 
these IR pictures are longitudes and latitudes at 
the height 12 km above the terrestrial ellipsoid. 

In an attempt to superimpose temperature pat
terns upon radar echoes, IR data at 2217 GMT by 
two satellites were plotted on the scan lines 
placed on radar coordinates . 

Isotherms in Figure 16 were drawn based on the 
GOES East measurements wfth -their data points and 
scan lines shown in the upper-left section in the 
figure. There are two -70°C tops, the one to the 
north of the western hook, and the other to the 
southeast side of the eastern hook . 

Figure 17 shows the isotherm pattern drawn in
dependently by using the GOES West data only, 
The density of GOES West data is lower than that 
of GOES East due to larger oblique angles of 
view. The temperature pattern, nonetheless, turn
ed out to be very similar to that of GOES East. 

97• 

b '\ · 37 t-::--:-:-:--:-:-:1r--~~-,'ioB>~...,-.f-t,f---o=--"'<::___,,c----t~ ~ 

'i 
CP-3 

GOES East ooPPLER 
0 50 JOO km 

Figure 16. Rectified cloud-top isotherms of 
the May 2 cloud at 2217 GMT, drawn by using 
the IR temperature data by GOES East. Data 
points and scan lines are shown on the upper 
left side of the map outside the c loud area. 
CP-3 echoes at 2216 GMT are superimposed. 
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Figure 17. Rectified cloud-top isotherms at 
the same time, over the same area, of Figure 
16, except that isotherms are based on the 
GOES West data. 

A tight gradient o·f IR tempera tu re is seen in
s i de the eastern hook echo, while western hook 
echo is entering beneath the cold horseshoe 
ridge . It is likely that supercell thunder
storms·~ such as these , induce a significant 
horseshoe ridge as well as a warm depression. We 
are not certain, at this stage of the research, 
how the echo-top airflow of supercells interacts 
with the temperature pattern at the cloud top. 
Basic questions to be answered are: 

* Do supercells always generate severe storm 
wakes ? 

* Do we always find supercells inside well
defined horseshoe ridge ? 

* Do severe storm wakes vary according to 
storm types : tornado, downburst, hailstorm, 
rainstorm ? 

Further research is required to answer 
these questions whi ch are essential for improvi_ng 
nowcasting capabilities. 

7.3 Big Thompson Flash Flood of July 31, 1976 

Flash-flood causing clouds are characterized by 
insignificant wake patterns at their anvil tops . 
Instead, they often take oval sha~es with the 
coldest cloud tops located somewhere inside the 
cloud. Refer to Maddox et al. (1977). 

In most cases, flash flood clouds move rather 
slowly, resulting in a heavy precipitation at a 
given spot on the earth, which lasts for a long 
time. 

In the Big Thompson Canyon area, the heavy rain 
in excess of 305 11111 fell between 0030 and 0430 
GMT, killing 139 people. About 50% of the rain
fall occurred in one hour following 0200 GMT. 
The MCC at 0200 GMT was oval shaped with the 
coldest spot located on the upwind side of the 
cloud center when the heaviest rain was in prog
ress. 

A basic problem in depicting a specific flash 
flood cloud is the existence of similar or even 
colder clouds nearby, which do not produce dama
aging flash floods. The effects of heavy rain 
is, of course,. dependent upon the preci pi tat ion 
and its history, local topography, population, 
and the public awareness. 
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It is expected that the combined analyses of 
radar and satellite data in the 1980s will per
mit us to nowcast flash flood potentials. 
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